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Abstract:

This paper describes a control system for the kinematic variables of an underwater vehicle. Control of
underwater vehicles is not simple, mainlys due to the nonlinear, coupled and unknown character of system
equations and dynamics. The proposed methodology makes use of a pioneering algorithm implemented for
the first time in an underwater vehicle, and it is based on the fusion of a sliding mode controller and an
adaptive fuzzy system, including advantages of both systems and relaxing the required knowledge of
vehicle model.

1

INTRODUCTION

The adaptive control of nonlinear systems, with
model and parameter uncertainty, has been a focus
of research, in which important progress has been
obtained in the last years (Gee, et al., 1999; Wang,
et al., 2000). Several kinds of control systems for
underwater vehicles have been proposed in the
literature. From sliding controllers (Yoerger and
Slotine, 1991), adaptive nonlinear MIMO controllers
in (Antonelli, et al., 2003; Choi and Yuh, 1996), to
those based on intelligent control (Yuh, 1994;
DeBitetto, 1994). In (Fossen, 1994), the reader can
find a review of some of these methods. In spite of
that, the design of a unique controller for all the
DOF of an underwater vehicle is an area of research
still open (Yuh, 2000).
The controller proposed in this paper is based on
the work and results developed in (Wang, et al.,
2000), about adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control,
spreading the results to a MIMO controller. The
controller performance is analyzed in a practical
application where 4 DOF must be controlled, in the
underactuated UUV, called Snorkel.
The controller is part of a control architecture,
which is based on three chained controllers
(propulsion, kinematic variables and vehicle

guidance), whose goal is to generalize the system
dynamics for their use by the controllers at a higher
hierarchical level (Espinosa, et al., 1999). So the
guidance system, using local environment
information, provides the input references to the
kinematic variables controller, in order to navigate
in a horizontal plane (surge and yaw velocities).

Figure 1: Snorkel robot image

The paper is organized as follows; section 2
introduces the dynamic equations of the Snorkel
underwater vehicle. In section 3 the adaptive fuzzy
sliding mode controller is presented. In section 4 real
test results are presented, and the controller
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performance is described.
summarizes the results.

2

Finally,

section

5

In this work, a Newton-Euler formulation and a noninertial reference frame have been selected, as the
method to represent vehicle dynamics (Fossen,
1994). Specifying dynamic equations for the Snorkel
vehicle (1) and its four controllable DOF (surge,
heave, pitch and yaw), and using a change of
variable for the driver vector, allows the designer to
decouple the input control of each thrusters
⋅

M v S + C (v )v S + D(v )v S + g (Ș) − g (Ĳ S ) = HĲ S , (1)

where M is the diagonal matrix of inertia (4x4);
D (Ȟ ) is a diagonal matrix (4x4) that contains
damping coefficients; g (Ĳ S ) represents the thrust
perturbation vector of coupled terms(4x1); g (Ș) is a
vector (4x1) that includes buoyancy and weight
forces; C (Ȟ ) is the Coriolis and centripetal matrix
(4x4); H is a diagonal driver matrix (4x4); Ȟ is the
velocity vector and Ȟ S is the velocity vector in its
controllable DOF, both relative to fluid and in a
body-fixed frame and Ĳ S is the thrust vector.

2.1 Affine System in Controllability
Canonical Form
In order to develop the controller proposed, the
equations of the vehicle must be expressed in
controllability canonical form. Assuming high
stability in pitch and roll movements, this
representation is possible.
⋅⋅

⋅

If the change of nomenclature x = v S and
u = Ĳ S is done, where x is the new state vector and
it represents the angular and linear position of the
vehicle in a body-fixed reference frame, the value of
⋅⋅

x extracted, and system (1) can be represented in
the controllability canonical form.
⋅
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This section studies the properties of the sliding
controller and fuzzy estimators.

VEHICLE DYNAMICS

x (1) = x ( 2 ) ,

3

x ( 2 ) = f (ȟ ) + g (ȟ )u ,

(2)

3.1 Sliding Mode Controller
Considering the control problem of a system like (2),
and the definition of the sliding surface (3)
⋅

s=~
x + ȁ~
x,

(3)

where ~
x = x − x d , x d is the input reference vector
and ȁ is a positive definite matrix. The sliding
control theory (Slotine and Li, 1991) proposed the
control law (4), and ensures that after reaching the
surface s =0 the system follows the input references
⋅

in presence of uncertainties, if s T s ≤ −ȘT s

Ș≥0.

⋅
⋅⋅
º
−1 ª
u(t ) = gˆ (ȟ ) « − ˆf (ȟ ) − ȁ ~
x + x d − Ș ǻ sat (s/b )» . (4)
¬
¼

where Ș ǻ [1]4×1 ≥ Ș , ĝ (ȟ ) and f̂ (ȟ ) are a set of
fuzzy estimators of the partially unknown and
nonlinear functions f (ȟ ) and g (ȟ ) , and sat (s/b )
is a saturation function that uses a boundary layer b ,
close to the sliding surface, to eliminate the
chattering effect (Slotine and Li, 1991).
T

3.2 Fuzzy Adaptive Systems
A fuzzy system may be used like a nonlinear
universal approximator (Wang, et al., 2000), due to
its ability to introduce verbal information, and its
capacity to uniformly approximate any real and
continuous function with different degrees of
precision. So functions f i (ȟ ) and g i (ȟ ) , of the ith
controllable DOF, are parameterized by fuzzy
systems as

( )
gˆ i (ȟ | ș gi ) = ș gi T ȗ (ȟ ) ,
fˆi ȟ | ș fi = ș fi T ȗ (ȟ ) ,

(5a)
(5b)
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(

)

where ȗ (ȟ ) = ȗ 1 (ȟ ), , ȗ m (ȟ )
fixed with

ȗ

n

j

(ȟ ) =

∏µ
i =1

T

Ai j

is supposed to be

(ȟ i )

µ A j (ȟ i ) are

,

i

º
ª n
µ A j (ȟ i )»
«
« i =1 i
j =1 ¬
¼»
m

¦∏

the membership functions of the fuzzy variable ȟ i ,
and the vectors ș fi T , ș gi T are adaptatively tuned
till they reach their optimal value ș fi ∗ , ș gi∗ .

Theorem (Wang, et al., 2000) For a nonlinear
system (2), consider the controller (4). If the
parameter adaptation algorithm (6) is applied, then
the system can guarantee that: (a) the parameters are
bounded, and (b) closed loop signals are bounded
and tracking error converges asymptotically to zero
under the assumption of a fuzzy integrable
approximation error.
The proof of s , ș fi and ș gi boundedness for a
SISO system is shown in (Wang, et al., 2000), and
similar results could be obtain for the case of MIMO
systems, like those presented in (4).

3.2.1 Adaptation Law
The adaptive functions will be tuned by the next
parameter adaptation algorithm (Wang, et al., 2000)
⋅

¦1 : șgij

r2i si ȗ j (ȟ )ui
|ș gij =∈ = ®
0
¯

if
if

(6a)

( ș gi < M gi ) or


°
° r2i si ȗ (ȟ )ui
if
°°
⋅
¦ 2 : ș gi |ș gij >∈ = ®
°
°
° P{r2i si ȗ (ȟ )ui } if
°¯


°
° r1i si ȗ (ȟ ) if
°°
⋅
¦3 : ș fi = ®
°
°
° P{r1i si ȗ (ȟ )} if
°¯

si ȗ j (ȟ )ui > 0
,
si ȗ j (ȟ )ui ≤ 0

( ș gi = M gi
si ș gi

T

and , (6b)
ȗ (ȟ )ui ≤ 0)

( ș gi = M gi

and

si ș gi ȗ (ȟ )ui > 0)
T

( ș fi < M fi ) or
( ș fi = M fi

and

siș fi ȗ (ȟ ) ≤ 0)
T

( ș fi = M fi

, (6c)

and

siș fi ȗ (ȟ ) > 0)
T

where r1i , r2i , M fi , M gi are positive constants
specified by the designer, ȗ j (ȟ ) is the jth element of
ȗ (ȟ ) , ș gij is the jth element of ș gi , s i and u i are

the values of the sliding surface and the control
action of the ith DOF respectively, and the projection
are
defined
as
operators
P{∗}
P{r1i s i ȗ (ȟ )} = r1i s i ȗ (ȟ ) − r1i s i

ș fi ș fi T ȗ (ȟ )

P{r2i si ȗ (ȟ )ui } = r2i si ȗ (ȟ )ui − r2i si

ș fi

and

2

ș gi ș gi T ȗ (ȟ )ui
ș gi

2

.

4

TEST RESULTS

In this section, the results of a real test are presented
in order to show the controller ability to adapt the
unknown vehicle dynamic parameters. The test has
been carried out in a small tank of 1.8m of diameter
and 2m of depth, by using the Snorkel vehicle with
its sensorial an electronic architecture (Sebastian,
2005). Therefore vehicle movements have been
limited to yaw rotation, making surge and heave
velocities equal to zero. Based on these limits, the
test only studies the controller behaviour in yaw
movement (r velocity); however the results can be
extended to any other DOF. Finally, it is necessary
to point out that the controller equations have been
implemented in the vehicle’s main CPU, so a digital
version of them with an Euler integration algorithm
and a sample period of 100msec has been used.
Prior to developing the test, it is necessary to
establish the controller constants based on the
theoretical vehicle model (Fossen, 1994) and the
boundaries in the parameters uncertainties
(Sebastian, 2005). This is the case of the sliding
control parameters and the thickness of the boundary
layer br (yaw movement), that have been
experimentally fixed.
Table 1: Sliding control parameters
PARAMETER

ȁ
Șǻ

VALUE
diag[0.3 0.15 0.3 0.3]
diag[0.38 0.13 0.19 0.55]

br

1.75

Likewise, the gaussian membership functions
associated with each fuzzy estimator have to be
defined. Thus, for yaw DOF dependencies have been
established.

(

)

f̂ r = f µ A1 ( r ),µ A ( u ) ,

(

)

ĝ r = f µ A2 ( r )

(7)
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In table 2, the value of the membership functions
parameters can be seen. These functions have to
cover all the dynamic range of the kinematic
variable, with a certain degree of intersection.
Table 2: Description of membership functions
VARIABLE

MEMBERSHIP
FUNCTION CENTERS

TYPICAL
DEVIATION

µ A1 ( r )

[-.7 –.35 0 .35 .7]rad/sec

0.17rad/sec

µ A2 ( r )

[-.7 0 .7]rad/sec

0.35rad/sec

µ A( u )

[-.5 0 .5]m/sec

0.25m/sec

Additionally, the initial values of functions f̂ r
and ĝ r have to be fixed. The initial values of the
ș fi parameters have been initialized to zero, in
order to check adaptation capabilities, while ș gi
parameters are set to values that have been obtained
based on the vehicle theoretical model (Sebastian,
2005). Finally, some additional constants that
determine adaptation behaviour have to be set up,
table 3. These constants define functions f̂ r and ĝ r
boundaries, determining the system capability to
absorb model perturbations and parameters
uncertainties.
Table 3: Adaptive fuzzy control parameters
PARAMETER
VALUE

Mfr
2· f̂ r
max
=1.066

Mgr
2· ĝ r
=0.035

εr
ĝ r /2
=0.0088

r1r

r2r

10

0.005

To carry out the test a square wave input
reference of 10º/sec of amplitude and 40sec of
period has been used. This input is modified by a
first order linear model of reference with a time
constant of 1.6sec. The estimation process is kept
active thanks to this reference.
After an analysis of the figures, it could be said
that the tracking of input reference is almost perfect,
in spite of the oscillatory behaviour caused by
sensors noise. The estimation of the f̂ r function is
stable during the test, but some peaks can be
observed, whose origin is the oscillatory output
around null values of yaw velocity. This effect can
be caused by the on line offset adjust algorithm of
gyroscopes signals, or by the external system that
ensures the correct position of the robot in the
middle of the tank. In the same way the estimation
of the ĝ r function reaches a stable value over the
minimum established. The response shows a certain
degree of oscillation, which tries to make the value
of the sliding surface equal to zero.
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Figure 2: Yaw velocity control test. (a)Yaw velocity (·)
and reference (-), (b) f̂ r evolution, (c) ĝ r evolution and
(d)3D representation of f̂ r .
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Finally, the 3D representation of f̂ r shows the
capability of the system to estimate vehicle
dynamics, and at the same time, the lack of
adaptation for big values of r and non null values of
u, because the controller has not been tested for
them.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The adaptive fuzzy sliding mode controller is a valid
method to control underwater vehicles, being
capable of incorporating the dynamic problems of
this type of system, generating designs easily
implementable and interpretable, at a reasonable
control effort. The theoretical and practical stability
of the controller has been demonstrated, ensuring
system convergence through reference. Additionally
it takes into consideration the nonlinearity of the
system and it is capable of adapting to parameters
and model uncertainty.
The control proposed can be considered as a
combination of an adaptive and robust system. Thus,
it has the advantages of both systems. Robust
behaviour against fast parameter variation, against
perturbations and against noise in the state
measurement, are characteristics of the sliding part.
On the other hand, no requirement of prior and
precise knowledge of uncertainty or its boundaries,
and the capability of improving output performance
after adaptation, are characteristics of the adaptive
part.
The control proposed allows the designer to
relax the design conditions of the sliding part, due to
the capabilities of the adaptive one to estimate and
absorb uncertainties and perturbations. This fact
makes possible a reduction in discontinuous control
gain, decreasing the chattering the effect.
As a future work, several tests with combined
input references and comparisons between the
proposed method and existing methods must be
carried out. Additionally, tests using the guidance
controller have to be developed in order to shown
the architecture performance (Sebastian, 2005).
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